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The masterpiece of the father of modern philosophy The groundbreaking text of modern philosophy, The Critic of Pure Reason by Immanuel Kant (1781) created history, combining two opposing schools of thought: rationalism, which justifies all our knowledge with reason, and empiricism, which follows all our knowledge
to experience. Published here in a transparent reworking of Max Müller's classic translation, Critique is an in-depth study of the nature of human reason, establishing its truth, falsity, illusion and reality. For more than seventy years Penguin has been the leading publisher of classical literature in the English-speaking
world. With over 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics provides a global shelf of the best works in history and of various genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enriched with introductions and notes by eminent scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations of award-
winning translators. The masterpiece of the father of modern philosophy The groundbreaking text of modern philosophy, The Critic of Pure Reason by Immanuel Kant (1781) created history, combining two opposing schools of thought: rationalism, which justifies all our knowledge with reason, and empiricism, which
follows all our knowledge to experience. Published here in a transparent reworking of Max Müller's classic translation, Critique is an in-depth study of the nature of human reason, establishing its truth, falsity, illusion and reality. For more than seventy years Penguin has been the leading publisher of classical literature in
the English-speaking world. With over 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics provides a global shelf of the best works in history and of various genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enriched with introductions and notes by eminent scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations of award-winning translators. summary may belong to another edition of this title. Australia Post reported that they expect delivery delays over the Christmas period. For Christmas delivery online order before 26.11.20; shop through Click and Collect or visit one of our 78 locations across the country. Politics
&amp; Sociology &gt; Philosophy &gt; Fingerprint: Penguin Classics Published: 29/11/2007 ISBN: 97801404474777 Length: 784 Pages Dimensions: 198mm x 33mm x 129mm Weight: 5 34g RRP: £15.99 Kant deep and difficult inquiry into the nature of human reason is the central text of modern philosophy In his
groundbreaking work Kant claims that the reason is the seat of some of the notion that precedes experience and enable, but therefore we have no right to draw conclusions about the natural world from these notion. The critique of pure reason unites two opposing schools of philosophy: rationalism, which justifies all our
knowledge with reason, and empiricism, which traces all our knowledge to experience. Kanta idealism points to a third way that goes far beyond these alternatives. Translated, Edited and introducing Marcus Weigelt Based on translation by Max Muller Read more Imprint: Penguin Classics Published: 29/11/2007 ISBN:
97801404474777 Length: 784 Pages Dimensions: 198mm x 33mm x 129mm Weight: 534g RRP: £15.99 Before departure... Check out the Bestselling Books of All Time See the list of masterpieces of the father of modern philosophy The groundbreaking text of modern philosophy, Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure
Reason (1781) created history by combining two opposing schools of thought: rationalism that justifies all our knowledge in understanding, and empiricism that follows all our knowledge to experience. Published here in a transparent reworking of Max Müller's classic translation, Critique is an in-depth study of the nature
of human reason, establishing its truth, falsity, illusion and reality. For more than seventy years Penguin has been the leading publisher of classical literature in the English-speaking world. With over 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics provides a global shelf of the best works in history and of various genres and disciplines.
Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enriched with introductions and notes by eminent scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations of award-winning translators. Back to top Visit other sites on Penguin Random House Network
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